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Abstract

The automatic extraction of verb-particle con-
structions (VPCs) is of particular interest to
the NLP community. Previous studies have
shown that word alignment methods can be
used with parallel corpora to successfully
extract a range of multi-word expressions
(MWEs). In this paper the technique is ap-
plied to a new type of corpus, made up of a
collection of subtitles of movies and televi-
sion series, which is parallel in English and
Spanish. Building on previous research, it is
shown that a precision level of 94 ± 4.7%
can be achieved in English VPC extraction.
This high level of precision is achieved de-
spite the difficulties of aligning and tagging
subtitles data. Moreover, a significant propor-
tion of the extracted VPCs are not present in
online lexical resources, highlighting the ben-
efits of using this unique corpus type, which
contains a large number of slang and other in-
formal expressions. An added benefit of using
the word alignment process is that translations
are also automatically extracted for each VPC.
A precision rate of 79.8 ± 8.1% is found for
the translations of English VPCs into Spanish.
This study thus shows that VPCs are a par-
ticularly good subset of the MWE spectrum
to attack using word alignment methods, and
that subtitles data provide a range of interest-
ing expressions that do not exist in other cor-
pus types.

1 Introduction

In this paper, a method for the automatic extrac-
tion of English verb-particle constructions (VPCs)

from parallel corpora is described and assessed.
The method builds on previous research, particu-
larly that of Caseli et al. (2010), adapting their ap-
proach specifically to VPC extraction and applying
it to a different kind of corpus, based on subtitles
from popular movies and television series, which is
parallel in English and Spanish. The use of a par-
allel corpus also allows translations of VPCs to be
obtained; an evaluation of the success rate of this
process is also presented.

The paper is structured in the following manner:
Section 2 discusses previous research and introduces
key terminology, Section 3 describes the corpus and
details the methodology and Section 4 explains the
evaluation process. Results are then presented and
discussed in Section 5, before conclusions and fu-
ture work in Section 6.

2 Background

Amongst the many factors that contribute to the dif-
ficulty faced by NLP systems in processing multi-
word expressions (MWEs), their sheer multifarious-
ness is surely one of the most challenging. MWEs
are combinations of simplex words that display id-
iosyncrasies in their syntax, semantics, or frequency
(Caseli et al., 2010; Kim and Baldwin, 2010). They
include nominal compounds such as distance learn-
ing, phrasal verbs such as loosen up and rely on, id-
ioms such as we’ll cross that bridge when we come
to it and collocations such as salt and pepper, as
well as instances which cannot so easily be classified
such as by the by and ad hoc (Copestake et al., 2010).
Due to their diverse and often non-compositional na-
ture, MWEs constitute a big problem in many NLP



tasks, from part-of-speech (PoS) tagging to parsing
to machine translation (Chatterjee and Balyan, 2011,
Constant et al., 2013).

In this paper the focus is on VPCs, a subset of
phrasal verbs consisting of a verb and a particle,
which, according to Villavicencio (2005), can be ei-
ther prepositional, as in hold on, adverbial, as in
back away, adjectival, as in cut short, or verbal, as
in let be. The definitions of phrasal verbs, VPCs
and prepositional verbs are often confusing, with
several competing terminologies. Greenbaum and
Quirk (1990), for example, use a different system
than that defined here: they use the term multi-
word verbs where this study uses phrasal verbs, and
phrasal verbs for those which are called VPCs here.
In their system phrasal verbs are thus, along with
prepositional verbs, a subset of multi-word verbs.
The confusion between the different categories is
often heightened by the fact that VPCs and prepo-
sitional verbs can be tricky to distinguish. The ter-
minology used in this paper follows that of Villavi-
cencio (2005): VPCs and prepositional verbs are a
subset of the broader category of phrasal verbs.

The two most fundamental MWE-related tasks in
NLP can be classified as identification and extrac-
tion. Identification, in the context of VPCs, is de-
scribed in Kim and Baldwin (2010) as “the detec-
tion of individual VPC token instances in corpus
data”, while in extraction “the objective is to arrive
at an inventory of VPCs types/lexical items based on
analysis of token instances in corpus data”. These
tasks have relevance in different applications: iden-
tification is important in any form of text process-
ing, whereas extraction is important for the creation
of lexical resources and for text generation. Note
that there is also a strong link between the two: lexi-
cal resources listing MWEs can naturally be used to
identify their instances in a text.

In the present study the focus lies on VPC extrac-
tion; the goal is ultimately to create a list of accept-
able VPCs. It is not the case that every verb can be
combined with every possible particle - this would
make our lives a lot easier (though perhaps less in-
teresting). Villavicencio (2005) discusses the avail-
ability of VPCs in various lexical resources, includ-
ing dictionaries, corpora, and the internet. She finds
3156 distinct VPCs across three electronic dictionar-
ies, and extends that total to 9745 via automatic ex-

traction from British National Corpus. She goes on
to use the semantic classification of verbs defined by
Levin (1993) to create lists of candidate VPCs based
on their semantic properties, before using the inter-
net as a gigantic corpus to attest them. The conclu-
sion is that semantic classes are a good predictor of
verbs’ VPC productivity.

The current study owes a large debt to the work
of Caseli et al. (2010). They proposed a method
for identifying MWEs in bilingual corpora as a by-
product of the word alignment process. Moreover,
their method was able to extract possible transla-
tions for the MWEs in question, thus providing an
efficient way to improve the coverage of bilingual
lexical resources. They draw on a previous study
by Villada Moirón and Tiedemann (2006), who ex-
tract MWE candidates using association measures
and head dependence heuristics before using align-
ment for ranking purposes. Caseli et al. (2010),
however, were the first to directly extract MWEs us-
ing automatic word alignment. An interesting varia-
tion on their method was investigated by Liu (2011),
who in fact use a monolingual corpus along with
techniques designed for bilingual word alignment.
They create a replica of the monolingual corpus, and
align each sentence to its exact copy. They then
adapt a word alignment algorithm (specifically IBM
model 3), adding the constraint that a word can-
not be aligned to its copy in the parallel corpus.
This facilitates the extraction of collocations, and
the authors show that their method elicits significant
gains in both precision and recall over its competi-
tors. A more recent attempt to use parallel corpora in
the extraction of MWEs was made by Pichotta and
DeNero (2013). They focused on English phrasal
verbs, and devised a method of combining informa-
tion from translations into many languages. They
conclude that using information from multiple lan-
guages provides a significant boost in results, lead-
ing to the most effective overall system.

A significant finding of Caseli et al. (2010) was
that their method achieved its highest levels of pre-
cision for phrasal verbs. For this reason the present
study will focus specifically on VPCs, in a sense nar-
rowing the previous study to focus on its most suc-
cessful element. Like that study, this work will also
find and evaluate candidate translations for each ex-
tracted English phrase. The corpus used in that study



was composed of articles from a Brazilian scientific
magazine. Based on the observation that VPCs are
often less formal than their non-VPC counterparts
(consider for example The experiments back up the
theory v. The experiments support the theory), the
current work evaluates the methodology on a spo-
ken text corpus, specifically subtitles from movies
and television series. It is expected that this type of
corpus will have a high density of VPCs, and more-
over that they will often be informal, slang, and even
profanities that would not be found in most corpus
types. Indeed, the name of one of the most success-
ful television series of recent times, Breaking Bad,
is a perfect example of a slang VPC that would not
be found in most lexical resources.

3 Methodology

The methodology in this study, adapted from that
of Caseli et al. (2010), consists of four separate
stages: PoS tagging, extraction, filtering and group-
ing, which are explained in turn in Sections 3.1–3.4.
The corpus used is the OpenSubtitles2012 corpus
(Tiedemann, 2012), a collection of documents from
http://www.opensubtitles.org/, consisting of subti-
tles from movies and television series. As it based
on user uploads there can be several sets of the same
subtitles, normally varying only very slightly from
each other. The corpus is tokenised, true-cased and
sentence-aligned, and various word alignments are
also provided. The section of the corpus used in this
study, which is parallel in English and Spanish, con-
tains 39,826,013 sentence pairs, with 342,833,112
English tokens and 299,880,802 Spanish tokens.

3.1 PoS Tagging

First of all, both the English and Spanish data are
PoS tagged using TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994). An
advantage of TreeTagger is that as well as PoS tags,
it also provides lemma information for each word,
which will be useful later in identifying different
uses of the same VPCs. Subtitles, being a form of
spoken text, are inherently difficult to tag; the over-
all accuracy of the TreeTagger is likely to be low on
this data type. It should be noted however that PoS
taggers generally have a higher accuracy for verbs
compared to other parts of speech, and it is precisely
verbs which are of interest. We do not include a full

analysis of PoS tagging accuracy here, but it is be-
lieved that the large corpus used in this study and
the filtering process described later in this section
ensure that errors at this stage do not significantly
reduce the quality of the final results.

3.2 Extraction

Using the aligned.grow-diag-final-and
alignment file provided with the corpus, all word
alignments containing more than one word in ei-
ther language are extracted. This alignment file has
been created by first word-aligning the parallel data
sets in both directions using GIZA++ (Och and Ney,
2000), before merging them according to the algo-
rithm in Och and Ney (2003). By varying the param-
eters to this algorithm to trade between precision and
recall, various other alignment files have also been
produced and made available as part of the Open-
Subtitles2012 corpus.

The first alignment from the raw extraction pro-
cess (for illustration purposes - there is nothing par-
ticularly special about this entry) is as follows:

’ve/VHP/have got/VVN/get ///
tengo/VLfin/tener

The English ’ve got is aligned to the Spanish tengo
(“I have”), along with the respective PoS tags and
lemmas. In total there are 53,633,153 such align-
ments in the corpus, many of which are repetitions.
Identical entries are counted and sorted, before fil-
tering is applied to find VPCs.

3.3 Filtering

This is achieved by looking for all instances where
the first English word has a verb tag (any tag be-
ginning with V), the second is a particle (indicated
by the tag RP), and the Spanish translation is also a
verb. A minimum frequency of five is also imple-
mented; this is higher than the minimum frequency
of two applied by Caseli et al. (2010). There are
several reasons for this: the larger corpus size here,
the fact that PoS tagging is expected to be less ac-
curate on this corpus, and the fact that some movies
have more than one set of subtitles, leading to some
almost identical sections in the corpus. This filter-
ing is rather strict: to make it through this stage a
VPC must occur at least five times in the corpus in
exactly the same conjugation with the same trans-



lation. Some genuine VPCs might therefore be fil-
tered away at this stage; those that occur few times
and in different conjugations will be lost. The value
of five was chosen early on in the study and left un-
changed, based on some initial observations of lines
that were repeated two or three times in the corpus
and taking into account the other factors mentioned
above. This parameter can of course be adjusted to
increase recall, with the expected damage to the pre-
cision score; a more detailed investigation of this ef-
fect would be an interesting extension to the present
study.

The filtered list contains a total of 18186 entries,
the first of which is:

10900 come/VV/come on/RP/on ///
vamos/VLfin/ir

This looks promising so far: the English entry come
on is a valid VPC, and the Spanish translation vamos
(“let’s go”) is a good translation. There is still more
work to do, however, as at this stage the list contains
many instances of the same VPCs in different con-
jugations and with different translations. There are
also, due to the fact that the original corpora were in
true case, some instances of repetitions of the same
VPC with different casing.

3.4 Grouping

The remaining data is lower-cased, before entries are
grouped together based on their lemmas, adding the
respective counts. By doing this some information
is lost, which in certain cases may be problematic.
Certain VPCs may only naturally appear in certain
conjugations, or may have different meanings de-
pending on the conjugation they appear in. This
therefore undoubtedly introduces some error into the
evaluation process, but for the purposes of simplifi-
cation of analysis is a crucial step.

This process reduces the list of VPC-translation
pairs to 6833 entries, 37.6% of the number before
grouping. This significant reduction shows that the
VPCs that occur many times in one conjugation tend
to also appear in several other conjugations. The
grouping process merges these to a single entry,
leading to the observed reduction. Amongst the re-
maining 6833 entries, there are 1424 unique English
VPCs. The next challenge is to evaluate the accu-
racy of the results.

4 Evaluation

The evaluation of the extracted candidate VPCs and
their translations is in three parts: first, an evalua-
tion of whether the candidates are in fact acceptable
English VPCs; secondly, whether they already exist
in certain online resources; and thirdly whether the
Spanish translations are valid. Evaluating all 6833
candidates is not feasible in the time-frame of this
study, thus the following approach is taken: a ran-
dom selection of 100 VPC candidates is chosen from
the list of 1424 VPCs, then for each of these can-
didates the highest probability translation (that with
the highest count in the corpus) is found.

4.1 Validity of VPC Candidates

The 100 candidate VPCs are judged by a native En-
glish speaker as either acceptable or not, following
the definitions and rules set out in Chapter 16 of
Greenbaum and Quirk (1990) (note however their
different terminology as mentioned in Section 1).
One of the major difficulties in this evaluation is that
VPCs are productive; it can be difficult even for a
native speaker to judge the validity of a VPC candi-
date. In borderline cases the following guideline is
therefore adopted: a VPC candidate is acceptable if
its intended use in the corpus was as a VPC. Thus
the sense in which validity is being judged is not
whether the speaker used an acceptable established
VPC, rather whether his or her utterance fits the syn-
tactic criteria for a VPC. Consider for example the
unusual VPC ambulance off (this is chosen purely
for illustration, it does not appear in the randomly
chosen list of 100 VPCs). In isolation this would
probably be judged invalid by a native speaker: it
can almost certainly not be found in any lexical re-
sources and has probably never been heard or uttered
before by the vast majority. However, it appears in
the corpus in the following sentence: A few of a cer-
tain Billy-boy’s friends were ambulanced off. The
sense here is that the friends were carried off in a
ambulance, and the use of ambulanced off is as a
VPC; this would therefore be considered acceptable
in the evaluation. It is important to remember here
that one of the main reasons for using the subtitles
corpus in the first place is to find unusual VPCs not
usually found in other corpora types or lexical re-
sources; candidates cannot simply be ruled out be-



cause they have never been seen or heard before by
the person doing the evaluation.

4.2 Existence in Current Lexical Resources

Once a list of acceptable candidates is
found, these are then checked against
two online resources: Dictionary.com
(http://dictionary.reference.com/) and The Free
Dictionary (http://www.thefreedictionary.com/).
Both these resources contain substantial quantities
of MWEs; The Free Dictionary even has its own
‘idioms’ section containing many slang expressions.
A VPC is considered to be already documented if it
appears anywhere in either of the two dictionaries.

4.3 Accuracy of Translations

The final stage of evaluation was carried out by a
native Spanish speaker judge from Mexico with a
near-native level of English. The judge was given
access to the original corpus for reference purposes,
and was asked to judge the validity of translations
of English VPCs into Spanish. A complication here
is the fact that Spanish, like English, is spoken in
many countries in different parts of the world and
thus has many dialects which can vary considerably;
a native Spanish speaker from Spain may therefore
not be able to judge accurately the validity of a text
written by someone from Latin America, and vice-
versa. This problem is particularly acute when deal-
ing with spoken, informal language, which is the
case here. The number of translations judged cor-
rect could therefore be considered a lower bound on
the precision; it is possible that some correct trans-
lations are missed.

5 Results and Discussion

5.1 Validity of VPC Candidates

Amongst the 100 randomly selected VPC can-
didates, 94 were judged acceptable by a native
speaker. The normal approximation gives a 95%
confidence interval of 94 ± 4.7%. In the original
list of 1424 candidates, the number of true VPCs is
therefore expected to lie in the range between 1272
and 1405. This precision rate is in line with the fig-
ure of 88.94-97.30% stated in Table 9 of Caseli et
al. (2010). Note however that the two figures are
not directly comparable; in their study they looked

at all combinations of verbs with particles or prepo-
sitions, and judged whether they were true MWEs.
Their analysis thus likely includes many preposi-
tional verbs as well as VPCs. Remember here that
only at combinations of verbs with particles were
considered, and it was judged whether they were
true VPCs. The current study shows however that
high levels of precision can be achieved in the ex-
traction of phrasal verbs, even given a more difficult
corpus type. A full list of the 100 candidates and
judgements can be found in Appendix A.

Amongst the VPC candidates judged correct, four
appeared in slightly unusual form in the list: teared
up, brung down, fessed up and writ down. In all four
cases the problem seems to stem from the lemma-
tiser: it fails to convert the past tense teared to the
infinitive tear (note that “tear” has two quite sepa-
rate meanings with corresponding pronunciations -
one with “teared” as past tense and one with “tore”),
it fails to recognise the dialectal variation brung (in-
stead of brought), it fails to recognise the slang verb
fess (meaning “confess”), and it fails to recognise an
old variation on the past tense of write, which was
writ rather than wrote. These mistakes of the lem-
matiser are not punished; there were marked correct
as long as they are valid VPCs. This reinforces a dif-
ficulty of working with subtitle corpora: verbs might
be used in unusual forms which cause difficulties for
existing automatic text-analysis tools. It is of course
also the reason why subtitles are in fact so interest-
ing as corpus material.

It is illuminating to analyse why certain VPC can-
didates were judged incorrect; this can highlight
problems with the method, the evaluation, or even
the corpus, which may help future studies. The six
VPC candidates in question are base on, bolt out,
bowl off, bury out, hide down and imprint on. These
false positives all contain acceptable verbs, but com-
bined with the particle they do not make acceptable
VPCs. In several of the cases the confusion seems to
arise between a VPC and a prepositional verb; base
on and imprint on both fall into this category. These
errors are therefore likely to come from the tagger
choosing the label RP for the particle instead of PP
for preposition. As stated already spoken text cor-
pora are inherently difficult to PoS tag and the tag-
ger was trained on a very different type of corpus;
errors are thus expected and could be of a system-



atic nature.
The candidate bolt out often appears in phrases

like he bolted out of the room. Here it is easy to
see how this could be interpreted by the tagger as
the VPC bolt out followed by the preposition of,
whereas in fact it is a two-word preposition out of.
Very similar examples can be found where we do in-
deed have a VPC; consider for example the sentence
he was shut out of the discussion, where shut out is
a VPC, with of being a simple preposition. The dif-
ference is clear from where the emphasis is placed
when the sentences are spoken out loud: in the first
exampled the verb bolted is likely to be emphasised,
in the second the particle out receives emphasis. The
candidate bury out is a somewhat similar case, of-
ten appearing in conjunction with another preposi-
tion such as bury out in the desert. Again here we
have a two-word preposition, out in, and the tagger
seems to be misinterpreting the first token as a parti-
cle. To lead to the false positives that can be seen in
the final list, there must also be an error in the word
alignment phase. A correct word alignment would
likely see the two-word prepositions out of and out
in aligned to a single Spanish preposition, but in-
stead the aligner is pairing the first word together
with the verb and aligning these to a single Spanish
verb. This combination of errors between the tagger
and the aligner gives us the false positives.

The candidate VPC hide down appears in phrases
such as let’s hide down there. Two interpretations
are possible here: either we have the VPC hide
down followed by the adverb there, or we have the
verb hide followed by the adverbs down there. This
may be simply a matter of judgement: the argument
could be made that hide down is in fact functioning
as a VPC. However, the native speaker judgement
here is that the emphasis would be placed on hide,
with down there a modifying phrase to that simplex
verb.

The final false positive to be explained is bowl off.
This verb appears in the phrase they’d bowl you off
a cliff, which occurs no less than eleven times in the
corpus, each time aligned to a single Spanish verb.
Here we see how a problem with the corpus leads
to errors in the final list of candidates. This appears
to be a case where several sets of subtitles exist for
the same movie, and the tagger and aligner are mak-
ing the same faulty decision each time they see this

phrase, allowing the incorrect VPC to bypass the fil-
ters. One possible resolution to this problem could
be to simply exclude all identical lines above a cer-
tain length from the corpus. This is however some-
what unsatisfactory, as having multiple copies of the
same subtitles does provide some information; the
fact that several users have all chosen to transcribe a
particular section of a movie in a certain way should
increase our credence in the fact that it is both valid
English and an accurate reflection of what was ac-
tually said. Another option might therefore be to
alter the parameter determining the minimum num-
ber of times a particular alignment must occur to be
included in the analysis. A more thorough investi-
gation of the trade off between precision and recall,
which can be altered both by varying this parameter
and by invoking more or less strict word alignment
algorithms, could be the subject of a further study.

It is reasonable to ask the question as to why the
accuracy of VPC extraction is so high in compar-
ison to other MWE types. A possible reason for
this is that VPCs in one language, such as English,
tend to be translated to a verb construction in an-
other language, such as Spanish. They can thus said
to be cross-linguistically consistent (although not in
the stronger sense that a VPC always translates to
a VPC - many languages indeed don’t have VPCs).
This is not true of all MWE types; in many cases
complex constructions may be required to translate
a certain type of MWE from one language to an-
other. Another contributing factor may be that PoS
taggers have good accuracy for verbs compared to
other PoS categories, which makes the filtering pro-
cess more precise.

5.2 Existence in Current Lexical Resources

One of the aims of this study was to show that sub-
titles data contain interesting VPCs that are rarely
seen in other types of corpora, even those that con-
tain a considerable number of idioms and slang ex-
pressions. Of the 94 validated VPCs from Section
5.1, 80 were found on either Dictionary.com or The
Free Dictionary. This gives 14 (14.9%) previously
undocumented VPCs (see Table 1), with a 95% con-
fidence interval of ±7.2%. This is certainly a large
range, but even assuming we are at the low end of
the number of valid VPCs (1272), and the lowest
percentage of novel VPCs (7.7%), it is still expected



beam up make whole
clamber up reach over
dance around shorten up
grab up single up
grill up spin up
lift up storm off
poke up torch out

Table 1: The 14 validated VPCs that do not appear in
either of the online resources.

that there were 98 previously undocumented VPCs
in the extraction. In the best case scenario, assum-
ing there were in fact 1405 valid VPCs, and 22.2%
were novel, we can expect to extract as many as 312
undocumented VPCs.

Interestingly, nine of the 14 previously undocu-
mented VPCs in the sample take the particle ‘up’,
suggesting that this type of VPC may be particularly
under-represented in lexical resources. This parti-
cle often adds an aspectual meaning to the verb in
question, rather than creating a completely new id-
iomatic sense. That is certainly the case with sev-
eral of the VPCs listed in Table 1; shorten up, grab
up and grill up, for example, could be replaced by
shorten, grab and grill respectively without a dra-
matic change in sense. This particle may therefore
be somewhat more productive than the others ob-
served in Table 1; whole, out, over, around, and
off cannot be so freely added to verbs to make new
VPCs.

5.3 Accuracy of Translations
The translations of 75 of the 94 validated VPCs from
Section 5.1 were judged correct by a native Spanish
speaker. This equates to 79.8%, with a 95% confi-
dence interval of ±8.1%. As with the original list of
English VPCs, there were some issues in the Spanish
translations stemming from the lemmatiser. Certain
verbs appeared in forms other than the infinitive; as
before these mistakes were not punished in the eval-
uation. The point here was not to judge the quality
of the lemmatisation, which was primarily used as a
tool to simplify the evaluation. A full list of the 94
validated VPCs and their most probable translation
extracted from the corpus can be found in Appendix
B.

The precision rate of 79.8±8.1% obtained in this

study is significantly higher than the range 58.61-
66.91% quoted in Caseli et al. (2010). Their analysis
again differs somewhat here, however, as they con-
sider translations of many different types of MWE;
they do not present an analysis of how this figure
breaks down with different MWE types. Our results
suggest that high precision rates can be achieved for
VPC translations using this alignment method. Al-
though the precision is a little lower than for VPC
extraction, it is still likely to be practically quite use-
ful in the creation of bilingual lexical resources for
NLP tasks.

5.4 Summary of Results

Table 2 summarises the evaluations carried out, the
raw scores achieved and the precision with confi-
dence intervals.

Evaluation Raw Score Precision
VPC candidates 94/100 94± 4.7%
# undocumented 14/94 14.9± 7.2%
Translations 75/94 79.8± 8.1%

Table 2: Summary of the results for each evaluation car-
ried out on the extraction.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

This study has demonstrated that word alignment
methods and a PoS tag based filter on a large parallel
subtitles corpus can be used to achieve high preci-
sion extraction of VPCs and their translations. De-
spite the difficulties associated with the corpus type,
which hinder both the tagging and the word align-
ment processes, a precision of 94± 4.7% was found
for the extraction of valid English VPCs from a par-
allel corpus in English and Spanish. 14.9 ± 7.2%
of these were previously undocumented in two large
online resources, while several more appeared in un-
usual dialectal forms, highlighting the unique nature
of the corpus type. Analysing the Spanish transla-
tions extracted along with the VPCs, 79.8 ± 8.1%
were judged valid by a native Spanish speaker. This
represents a large increase in precision over simi-
lar previous studies, highlighting the benefits of fo-
cusing on VPCs rather than a larger range of MWE
types. This shows that high levels of precision can
be achieved by tailoring extraction methods to spe-



cific MWE types, rather than trying to capture the
diverse range of MWEs in a single method.

The various types of false positive VPCs extracted
from the corpus were analysed, with the errors that
led to them falling into three main categories: prepo-
sitional verbs, verbs followed by two-word preposi-
tions or adverbs, and errors stemming from issues
with the corpus or methodology. By highlighting
these areas, future work can focus on attacking each
of them individually in an attempt to further improve
precision. Improvements in PoS tagging or word
alignment could help reduce the first two groups;
this could include for example training on a labelled
subtitles corpus (if such a thing existed) rather than
such different text-types, or varying the parameters
for the alignments algorithms. To achieve improve-
ment in the final category, changes to the method-
ology could be considered. Possible options here
include varying the frequency threshold or perhaps
even removing identical or very similar sections cor-
responding to the same movies from the corpus. An-
other methodological choice made in this study was
the order in which various parts of the methodology
were carried out (see Section 3): grouping came af-
ter filtering in the four-stage process, but these could
equally be switched. The effect of changing this or-
der was not considered here, and may only have a
minor impact on the results; however a thorough in-
vestigation would be required to confirm this.

This study did not consider recall, choosing in-
stead to focus on precision and a comparison of ex-
tracted VPCs with existing resources. A full anal-
ysis of recall would require a labelled subtitles cor-
pus, something which is not currently available. It
would however be useful for many applications to
have an idea of the percentage of VPCs in the cor-
pus that end up in the final list. Caseli et al. (2010)
present a method to estimate recall when a labelled
corpus is not available. Generally speaking however
it can be assumed that the normal inverse relation
between precision and recall holds here. The exact
dynamic of this relation can be adjusted in the filter-
ing process: by letting VPCs with lower frequency
through the net recall is bound to increase, but at
the same time reduce the high levels of precision as
more false positives end up in the final list. The bal-
ance between precision and recall can also be ad-
justed during the alignment process; the effect this

would have on VPC extraction is unclear. An evalu-
ation of this effect could be carried out by re-running
the study using each of the different alignment tables
provided with the OpenSubtitles corpus.

Only one language pair was considered in this
study, namely English and Spanish. Pichotta and
DeNero (2013) have shown that combining infor-
mation from many languages - albeit in conjunc-
tion with a different extraction method - can im-
prove VPC extraction accuracy. One way to further
increase the precision achieved via the alignment
methods in this study may be to use a similar com-
bination technique. The latest version of the Open-
Subtitles corpus contains 59 different languages, and
this multitude of data could potentially be put to bet-
ter use to obtain yet more VPCs. The choice of En-
glish and Spanish is also relevant via the fact that
English has VPCs while Spanish does not - this may
be an important factor. Whether better results could
be obtained using two languages with VPCs, such as
English and German, for example, is another inter-
esting question that may be the subject of a follow
up study.
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Appendix A. List of VPC candidates.

The following list contains the 100 VPC candidates
randomly selected from the 1424 extracted from
the subtitles corpus. Those preceded by a * were
not considered acceptable VPCs by a native speaker
judge.

*hide down show off lay around
teared up run through click off
pig out single up grill up
bitch out pay out zip up
*bolt out stir up lurk around
let up add up sprawl out
follow around slip in poke up
crop up sign off conjure up
torch out drop off lift off
wring out reach over finish out
whip up act up *bury out
iron out wander off smash up
bust up pop in buy out
*imprint on brung down swell up
grab up strip off make whole
shorten up turn aside rush off
try on carry around hold off
move away brace up talk through
run in book up lift up
tee up mellow out sleep in
*bowl off rack up camp out
drive around size up reach down
do up fessed up bring over
hear out flood out kick in
strike up fart around stop up
hang around jump out spin up
storm off cool out drive up
blow out gouge out freeze up
hook up crumple up force open
print out rat out drill out
drop in dance around writ down
fuck up *base on drink up
beam up clamber up burst out
go along

Appendix B. List of translations.

The following list contains the 94 validated VPCs
with their most probably translation from the extrac-
tion. Those preceded by a * were not considered
acceptable translations by a native speaker judge.

teared up emocionar
pig out atiborrándose
bitch out *regañe
let up mejorar
follow around seguir
crop up surgir
torch out quemar
wring out *sacándole
whip up preparar
iron out resolver
bust up lastimar
grab up recoger
shorten up acortar
try on probar
move away mudarse
run in *entrar
tee up *enterar
drive around conducir
do up hacer
hear out escuchar
strike up *conversar
hang around quedar
storm off marchar
blow out *volar
hook up conectar
print out imprimir
drop in venir
fuck up joder
beam up transportar
go along ir
show off presumir
run through correr
single up *amarrar
pay out pagar
stir up *revolver



add up sumar
slip in entrar
sign off firmar
drop off dejar
reach over estirar
act up *retractar
wander off vagar
pop in pasar
brung down *descargar
strip off sacar
turn aside huir
carry around llevar
brace up *alzar
book up ocupar
mellow out tranquilizar
rack up *desmoronar
size up evaluar
fessed up confesar
flood out inundar
fart around *dudar
jump out saltar
cool out calmar
gouge out arrancarse
crumple up *agonizar
rat out delatar
dance around bailar
clamber up trepar
lay around *jugar
click off *colgar
grill up asando

zip up *subir
lurk around merodear
sprawl out extender
poke up asomarse
conjure up *resucitar
lift off despegar
finish out terminar
smash up destrozar
buy out comprar
swell up henchir
make whole restaurar
rush off ir
hold off esperar
talk through charlar
lift up levantar
sleep in dormir
camp out acampar
reach down descender
bring over traer
kick in activar
stop up tapar
spin up *preparar
drive up llegar
freeze up congelar
force open forzar
drill out perfore
writ down escribir
drink up beber
burst out salir


